Fall Winter 2019-20
Men’s Collection
Wood and forests and places of childhood are the inspiration for the new Fall Winter 2019-20 collection designed by Dora Zecchin,
creative director for Pence 1979. Enchanted places where nature rules with its colours, animals, flowers, berries and scents. A lush
world, teeming with life, a place to become a child again.
The Pence 1979 men's collection features warm fabrics and enveloping colours taken from nature. For the cold winter season, greens
and browns create a palette of bold colours: forest green, olive green and fern green along with dark brown. Shades of ebony and
tobacco, honey and ochre tones recall the falling leaves of autumn.
Cavalry twill, canvas, velvet, double twist gabardine and wool fabrics borrowed from the world of uniforms and updated in
composition and weight, refer to sport hunting and the military. A style for men with clean, soft lines and a fit that is relaxed and always
in balance between comfort and style.
Fabric prints include classic patterns like pinstripes, Prince of Wales and Super 100s wool decorated with bands and contrasting
drawstring or prints. Tops and denims are embellished with printing, embroidery and custom patches. Little Red Riding Hood,
autumn fruit and leaves, cornflowers, wolves and deer adorn shirts, jackets and sweatshirts with clear references to the forest and fairy
tales.

Denim capsule
A wide range of denim fabrics are presented this season: blue stretch for basics with a strong vintage look, black-black and blue-black
for the inevitable rock-inspired 5 pocket style.
For the FW1920 handmade coatings simulate a leather eﬀect as well as several variations of the classic early '90s marbleised eﬀect.
The great passion of the brand are the 14 oz. denim fabrics, both blue and black, which recreate washes very true to real wear and tear
caused by use and time, and that express deep love for vintage and customized denim.
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